
A Conservative green policy

As a particular view of what is a green policy rests at the core of the
globalists position, let us begin our exploration of the policy agenda with
green matters.

I am a green enthusiast. I wish to live in a country with plenty of beautiful
countryside, with clean water and air, where we fish and farm in a
sustainable manner and pass on our soils and seas in good order to our
children. As a Conservative I take the longer view, see our individual lives
as leases , and our own presence here as part of a continuum from ancestors
to successors. Families and nations act to sustain memories of what has
happened and to support the hopes of the young for the future. We all have a
stake in a common past and plans for a better general future.

The immediate task of alleviating undue human pressures on the natural world
must rest with less population growth. I have no wish for government to try
to limit family size. Rising prosperity and improving chances of survival are
the main ways families and nations come to adopt self limitation on the
numbers of children voluntarily. Here in the UK the birth rate is below the
level of 2 children per woman to keep the population constant, which is a
good outcome. Where in the world the birth rate is higher it usually
accompanies poverty, disease and shorter life expectancy. We need to help low
income nations rise from these tribulations , which we can do by promoting
free trade, offering them help with fresh water supplies, medicines and
emergency assistance, and ensuring the great technologies of the west are
available for them to conquer the problems which hold them back.

Our UK green policy must start with proper control of net migration. We
should aim for far fewer economic migrants than have come since Labour first
changed our policies following their 1997 election win. The UK needs to train
and retain our own skilled personnel, and to mechanise or pay more for the
unskilled jobs where governments and business have too readily reached for
cheap labour from abroad.

Once we have control of numbers, we can protect more of our countryside from
development, and abate our growing appetite for various finite natural
resources. Many of the troublesome issues which have arisen, from where to
build thousands of extra homes to how to deal with overcrowding on our public
transport systems fall away completely or are eased.
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